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WEATHER FORECAST'
KENTUCKY:• Partly cloudy
continued eliiire warin
and rather humid Wednesday with scattered thundershowers.

YOUR PROGRESSIVE HOME NEWSPAPER FOR OVER HALF A CENTURY
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Murray, Kentucky, Tuesday Afternoon, July 6, 1948

Democrats Begin
Search ForCandidate
To Unite Party

MURRAY POPULATION — 8,000

Vol. XX; No. 17

Palestine Fighting
To Be Resumed r iday
Arab Officialc
y

This week marked the beginning
of, a new fiscal year which saw
several governmental bodies gointo their biggest spending
-91--Year.
.
The University of Kentucky at
Lexington began its 83rd year with
.
put the state's four Republican
its biggest budget. Louisville alcongress on its blacklist because
so started what it hopes will be
they voted for the Taft-Hartl
Pp its biggest budget but the courts
act. The four Republicans are R
must rule on the validity of LouiaFrancis J. Love, Melvin Snider,
vibe's new income tax If the tax
Edward G. Rohbough and
ubert
which began July 1st is approved,
S. Sillis.
Louisville will spend three milAnti-Truman Democrats began
Convention — Demoetatic party
lion dollars more during this fiscal year than it did during the last a desperate search for another leaders, headed .by national chaircGrath. began
one. If the courts toss the one per- candidate today after Gen. Dwight man J- Howard
D. Eisenhower punctured their arriving in Phitpdelphia for precent payroll tax cut out, then
draft-Ike ballon
by saying he liminaries
tJs hational'elffivenlouisville will get along on the
—4 CAIRO. July 6 UP)— Palestine
next Monday. Subsame budget It has for the past 12 "could not accept' the Democratic tion open
fighting will be resumed Friday,
presidential fulmination.
committees/6f the resolutions commonths.
high Arab League officials said toMack Booker Guthrie, 87, died at
But many of them believed it mittee began hearings tomorrow
The couny school superintendday in warning the Arab States
his home on Murray route 4 at 2:00
KEEPING AFTER IKE- -Elliot Roosevelt (left) ,chats wit/
preposed
on
planks
would
for
be
impasSible,
the
party
in
the
brief
louisville
ents gathered' in
and
will not accept a prolongation of
a.m. Sunday of complications after
Leslie E. Schwartz, chairman of a New York chapter of tilt
sent Governor Earle C. Clements eime remaining, to find one accep- platform.
the United Nations truce in the
a short illness.
Americans for Democratic Actilon, prior to a Draft-Eisentable
to
all
diverse
factions
in
the
word that they want a committee
Holy Land.
Survivors include four daughter..'
hower rally in New York. Eisenhower was invited to attend
of outstanding layment to make a stop-Truman coalition. They Were
The truce expires at 200 a.m.
Mrs. Ona Whitnell, Murray route
but he declined the invitatibn in a letter that was read tc
"thoreugh survey" of the entire willing to concede President Tru
EDT Friday, after having been in
4, Mrs. Ernest Derrington, Mrs. Luthe assembly by Roosevelt.
state school setup. The last ses- man would get the nomination At
cien Redings, both of Lynn Grove,
Mrs Tom Bynum. 71, died of effect for four weeks.
sion of the state legislature appro- the party's Philadelphia conve ion
Abdul Rahman Azzam Pasha. secand Mrs. Charlie Anderson. Mur- complications at 4:30 Saturday
priated money for a survey to next week.
ray route 1; three sons, Cheslie and afternoon at her home on Murray retary of the Arab League, said
Mr Truman learned
determine how the state's school
Eisenthat a new answer is being drafted
Frank Guthrie of Hazel route 1, and route 2.
hawer's statement as
money is being spent
-s special
Survivors include her husband. by the league to the revised PalesCletus
Guthrie
of
Murray
route
I.
The educators listed six fields train carried him Slack toward
tine aroposals of Count Folke BerMr. Guthrie was a member of the Tom M. Bynum; one daughter, Mrs.
they think should receive parti- Washington from p statue-dedicaBy United Press
Sinking Springs Baptist Church Ida Gingles. Murray; two sons, H. nadotte of Sweden. the UN mediacular attention. They feel an ap- tion ceremony iOltolivar, Mo His
More than 600 persons died in
D. and J. T. Bynum of Mi..5ray; tor, but indicated no hope that any
where funeral services were held
praisal should be made to find aides said the/president was not holiday accidents during the fourth
two sisters, Mrs. Lilian Wiley of settlement .could be reached before
Monday forenoon at 1100 o'clock
thiiit Eisenhower had of July week-end,
new sources of" revenue. The dis- surprised
nearly equalin
Detroit, Mich. ,and Mrs. Lela Jones expiration of_ the truce.
under the direction of Rev. R. F.
tribution of population and school reiterated 4lse no-political stand last Yeiint-1611.- a
of Clinton, Ky.; one brother, Smith
survey aboW Assam made his statement after
Blankenshp
of
Murray
and
Rev.
districts should be investngated he first „took last JanuaryAdvocating continued aid' toe—
Brown of Fulton.
today.
a Meeting of the league's political
•
H.
L.
Lax
of
Paducah.
.
''Geerial
Burial
was
Eisenhower
is an honThey .also want to know if there
°melee lest the fight for DemocraMrs. Bynum was a member of committee, and concluded with
A state-by-state survey showed
the
in the church cemetery
man," Mr. Truman was reare better methods of assessment orab
cy be moved to less favorable
the First Methodist Church where assertion that peace
that at least 620 persons died vionegotiations
and what is the cause of the "criti- pod to have said
The Max Churchill funeral home funeral services were held at 2:00
0o-bird, pr.-Ralph H. Woods, MSC
can continue for six months while
lently from Friday evening until
cal" housing shortake for schools,
was in charge of arrangements.
president, told a chapel audience
The president's train reaches the
o'clock Sunday under the direction fighting is
midnight Monday. Highway fataligoing on."
the quality of teachers and in- capital tonight and he is expected
this morning of the seriousness of
of
Rev.
George
Bell.. Burial was
ties totaled 283, far above the NaBernadotta-the Arab League secstruction, and teachers' salaries to lose no time in holding a polithe situation and his observations
cemetery.
the
city
in
retary said, was appointed mediational Safety Council's pre-holiday
The superintendents were warn- tical pow-wow with Democratic
while there.
_Pallbearers were Henry Ander- tor in -order
prediction of 235. In addition, 191
to find a solution for;
ed that after this year they can't national chairman J Howard Mcson, J. D. Wilson, Carl Poynes,
De Woods expressed his pleasure
the Palestine problem and not to
persons drowned, five were'killed
expect any more money from the Grath and other party officials.
Treamon McReynolds, Elwood Mcin being beck and scotched rumors
make a truce."
by fireworks. 10 died in airplane
The Almo Heights ball club lost
!tate common school equalizabon
Reynolds, and Ralph White. The
New Deal members of the antithat he would leave the college by
The UN mediator was due to araccidents. and 131 died in miscelMax Churchill funeral home was
fund unless their ocunty property Truman coalition, led by former
saying that he had done all the to the All-Stars yesterday on their
rive in Cairo from Tel Aviv today
laneous mishaps.
in charge of arrangements.
p.ssessments are brought in line OPA chief Leon Henderson, betravelling he wanted, and that he ?fame diamond to the tune of 10
and will meet with Arab League
Traffic deaths and drowning were never wanted
. with the state- average. Revelator ossabeattng the drums for supreme
to get mere-than.100
.14,EX,INGTON, Ky.--ileven permembers tanight.
Commissioner H Clyde Reeves eourt justice William 0 Douglas as heavy as fist year when 633 per- yards away from the campus.
Almo got off to a good Start in sons fawn Calloway County are
Unless the United Nations mediatold the superientendents to check as soon as Eisenhower said he was sons died violently during a threethe
first
inning
with
three
runs
among the 3,730 students attending
Outlining the desperate situation
tor can reverse the trend of intenand had 10 at the end of the third the University of Kentucky this
the property assessment books. not available. Henderson said he day fourth of July holiday, but in Greece,
Dr. Woods used 4 F's to
tions in less than 72 hours. the
to four for the All-Stars. How- summer hort course students who
Hunt for „property assessed low. believed 'all Eisenhower support fewer persons died this year in illustrate
ST. LOUIS NATIONAL STOC1t- Jews and Arabs will take
the major problems in
up their
miscellaneous
accidents.
Highway
ever,
that
marked
the end of the will enroll later are expected -to YARDS. Ill, July 6 illP) , USDAI
he says. And tells the teachers "it was "transferrable" to the justice.
that country today. The troubles of
war at 2:00 am. EDT Friday where
Almo, because they swell the enrollment to more than —Livestock:
But anti-Truman southern Dem- fatalities totaled 275. and 187 per- Greece are centered around "fear, game for
s , is as much the County superintenthey left off 28 days earlier.
weren't able to cross home plate 4.000, the largest number evtr to
dent's responsibility to see that ocrats were cool to Douglas- Sen sons drowned last year.
Hogs 8,000: all salable; market
fuel, frustration, and food," stated
Bernadotte was rushing through
again.
property is correctly assessed as John J. Sparkman, D. Ala, said
This year's toll was expected to the president.
attend the University in one sum- uneven, weights under 240 lbs
a furious round of talks with Jews
it is mine"
The
All Stars
he did not think Douglas has been be increased later by deaths of perrallied in the mer term.
steady to weak; spots 25c lower and
Arabs in hope of finding a forOf the 4 F's, hi, believes that eighth and ninth innings
And spe-aking of assessments, one "Sold enough to the country" to be sons injured critically in traffic acwith five
All of Kentucky's 120 counties, than Monday's average. Heavier mula for
temporary peace. His
county has started a complete re- a strong nominee. He said he fear- cidents during the three-day period. food is the most pressing problem. runs and cinched the game in the 34 other states. the District of Co- weights and sows, steady to 25c
lone-range- isiaggestions for permaassessment of its property Jeffer- ed Eisenhower's withdrawl spelled
California leirthe -states this year Stating that the consumption of tenth with six tallies.
lumba. one U.S. possession .and 12 higher, compared with Friday's avnent peace in Palestine had been
son county officials announced the end of the dump-Truman drive in the number of violent deaths. It bread in Greece frever 300 pounds
The All-Stars team was com- foreign countries are represented erage market unevenly 25 to 75c
rebuffed by both sides. Now to
per person each year. he said that
property there will be re-assessed
"I don't see how we can unite had a total of 54, including 27 highposed of the best players from the in the enrollment. Local students higher: Bulk good and choice 180•
could hope only for drawing out
while the Greeks do not live on
for the firts tme since 1922
to 240 lbs 29 25 to 29.50: top 29.75:
now behind any one candidate." way fatalities and 11. drownings.
11 teams in the Twin-State league enrolled include the following:
the shaky armistice which gave
Fewer tooth aches and pains Sparkman said
Charles Butterworth and Mark 240 to 270 lbs 28 to 29.25: 270 to 300
Michigan had 41 deaths. Pennsyl- bread alone, it is a major item in Almo Hts. 30'7 000 000 0-10 13 7
the UN an additional four weeks to
are expected for Jefferson county
All Stars
013 000 014 6---15 22 2 Tarry of Lynn Grove; Phil Cutchin, lbs 26 25 to 28: few 410 to 450 lbs
Douglas, vacationing in Oregon, vania 38, New York had 34, and their diet.
try to solve tlie problem.
"Greece, as is well known, is the
school children City-county heal- said only that he wasn't going to Texas 33.
Almo Heights: Red Willoughy Richard Gholson. Robert Herndon, 23 50 to 24; 160 to 170 lbs 27.50 to 29;
The Swedisl( count flew from his
cradle of democracy, and it is one and Wm. Barrett; 17th) Tom Toon Garnett Jones, Charles Lassiter, 130 to 150 lbs 85 25 to 27:50; 100 to
th officers at Louisville announced attend the Democratic convention
An estimated 30.000.000 automoJames Lassiter, George Laughlin, 120 lbs 22 25 to 24 50: sows 450 lbs Rhodes headquarters to Tel Aviv to
the teeth of all school children and that he was "not running for biles were on the move during the Of the most important fronts in the and Jim Williams.
perpetuation of democracy," he
All-Stars: Perryman, Charlie Ray James Redden, and Miss Annie 22.75 to 2350, Over 450 lbs 21.25 to consult with officials of Israel.' He
will be painted-with sodium flou- any thing."
holiday. Some of the worst traffic
planned tentatively to° come to
told his audience.
22.50: stags 16 to 18.25:
Smith, all of Murray.
Pugh Ifitht. and Davis.
ride which tests show reduce the —Eisenhower's
new
statement jams on record were reported on
Cairo today to see a committee of
PresideRt Woods spent most of
ineidence of cavities by about came at a time when the ditch- main highways between cities
and his time abroad working
the Arab League, and to go back
out adcne third. A full-time director will Truman-for-lke boom was snow- resort areas. Railroads, bus routes
to Rhodes the day before the truce
justments in the -educational probe hired -at a. live thousand dollar balling among Democrats from and air lines reported that
4
their grams and setting
runs out.
up a physical
annual salary to run' this program. coast to coast He said in part:
excursion facilities were taxed to
Hopes for peace reeled under a
rehabilitation program, with
the
"I will not, at this time identify capacity.
staggering blow when the military
various ministries of 'the Greek
On th'e political front there' teas myself wth any political party
A heat wave which covered much government.
committee of the Arab League votthe proverbial lull before
the and could not accept nomnation
of the nation added to the congesed to turn down any proposal to
The president described the parts
storm. The lines of battle were for arry.public office or participate
tion at beaches and resorts.
extend the truce. The committee
of Greece in which he visited and
being drawn as candidates pre- in partisan political contests."
Eight Negroes drowned near told of his experiences in a small
went on record as favoring a repared Jo fire the opening guns in
About the ordy important antiRosedale. La., late yesterday when village that was under fire from
newal of full sCale warfare Friday.
the Democratic senatorial contest Truman Democrat who continued
The western powers carried the ambassador Rene Massigli. and and his government.
their boat capsized in the Atchafal- Guerilla forces. The town was taken
London—Radio Moscow broadlieutenant Governor Lawrence to believe the General Could be
battle of Berlin direct to the Krem- British Foreign Undersecretary Sir
aya spillway. Authorities said the the day after he left that sector.
Wetherby told
Jefferson county drafted was James Roosevelt. eldlin today. preparing to sensl simi- William Strang continued. The cast 'a Red Star editorial saying
small boat was overloaded. Seven
While in Greece. Dr. Woods met lar notes to Moscow demanding notes were expected to make clear that Premier Josef Stalin and his
Democrats that Governor Earle C' est son of the late president and
others, six of them children, per- the present monarch, Kin/ Paul
Clements was backing Congress- Democratic
that the Russian starvation block- the determination of the western government are "enormously sonational
committee- ished in an accident on
the Tenses and his wife. Ha said he found
man Virgil Chapman for the Dem- man from California.
be allies to remain in Berlin—short of licitous" of Russian aviation, and
capital
ade% of the German
river near Mebile. Ala.
them to-be very interesting people. lifted.
ocratic senatorial notnination- He
Young Roosevelt said in Los
the use of Russian arms to eject calling upon Russian airmen and
Or, Woods called the land of the
Two &rep:rungs Which . claimed
Angeles he was still convinced
says the Governor 4'ill be at
improve
plane manufacturers to
At the •same time, more trouble them.
Louise:tile rally this week te pub- the General "will answer a call five lives each were repeated in Parthenon a country of "barest
Berlin—The U. S. and Britain their skill and their products to
appeared
Union
for the Soviet
mountains,
brightest
Louisiana
sun,
and bluand North Dakota: Five
licity lend his support to the vet- to .national duty" He said he was
within the eastern European Com- continued to hurdle the blockade "combat readiness"
WS` Sallie Ann Smith. 87. died
eran congressman from the sixth re-isautsur the call for a lainiciis children drowned at Hammond, est water" and went on to describe munist bloc. as Czechs demonstrat- with hundreds of transport planes,
London—Foreign Secretary Er- of complications
Saturday at her
district.
of anti-Truman Democrats in Phil- La., when their fishing boat cap- at length the many unusual cus- ed openly against the Red regime flying in food and vital suPplies nest Sevin was ready to sign the home on Thirteenth
street.
The Governor's secretary. Robert adelphia on Saturday, two days sized, and five other youngSters toms indigenous to that country.
Anglo-American
agreement
for
EuSurvivors include four daughfaster than they were being conin Prague..
Ø Hensley, resigned during
drowned in Brush Lake, N. D. when He elaborated particularly on the
'r
the week before the national conventio%
recovery
ropean
program
aid
to
ters. Mrs. Birdie Davenport, HarMoscow broadcast, erS if in an- sumed in the western sectors. The
to become
Chapman's assistant
But Cy Bevan, Michigan Demo- their boat capsized about 500 feet coffee houses; ?UMW to British
Britain immediately after its sche- din, Mrs. Hettie Outland, mut..
swer to the increasing pressure: a Berlin Communist party demanded
pubs,
birthday
from
celebrations,
dress.
shore.
campaign manager.
,
cratic
committeeman, said
he
that the whole city be annexed to duled approval by the House of ray. Mrs. Will Trevathan. Dekbie.difficult names, the number of don- demand that Soviet pilots and SovMeanwhile John „Young Brown. could see "no purpose" in going
Mich., Mrs. Hontas Graham, Murthe Soviet zone of Germany. and Commons tonight.
keys in Greece. and the orthodox iet plane-makers "raise still higher
1 Lexington attorney', announces he ahead with the meeting in light of
Helsinki—President Juho K.Paas- ray; fesur sons. A. N. Smith of Murthat the western allies leave their
readiness
for
their
their
and
skill
marriage.
ceremony.
will (Men his campaign with a Eisenhower's firm withdraw! Besectors. This was regarded as a ikivi of Finland. where Communists, ray, Manley Smith, Springville,
The president also described a Combat." •
rally in Louisville Saturday morn-. van was among the 18 party leadRussian trial bolloon to test re- dropped from first third rank in Tenn., Gaylen Smith, Hardin, and
visit with a Greek child whose parThe United States, British and
ing Brown earlier TIAN planned to ers 'veho issued the original call
action, since these are broadly the parliamentary elections last week, Roy Smith, Eminence, Ky.; 20
CHICAGO,
July- 6
UPI—Pro- ents were murdered by the German French nOtes„cm the Berlin crisis
open his campaign at 8 o'clock for the anti-Truman caucus.
objectives of the Russian blockade. planned to .meet with leaders of grandchildren atier-r- treal-arandoccupation forces. The child was were to be handed to the Beldam
Friday night. July 9th.•
Jams A. Farley, former Demo- duce:
Prague-70,000 matchers in a pa- various parties to discuss forming a children.
Poultry: 21 trucks. .the market the only one of his family left ambassadors In the three western
• The ,Democratie nomination is cratic national chairman, said
Mrs. Smith was a member of the
rade of Sokols—Czech gymnastic new government- It was anticipathe steady Hens 33. Leghorn hens
29, alive, he stated,
capitals during the day._ It was exexpected to ott either to. Brown of had expected Eisenhower to stick
societies—through the"- streets of ed the Communists would continue Baptist Memorial 'church where
hybrid hens 31, colored fryers 39.
funeral services were held at 4:00
Chapman, both veteran campaign- to his no-political stand all
The Greek male is considered ,pected the notes would make plain Prague turned
along Plymouth Rock fryers 42, White
the march into a to share in the coalition governo'clock .._Sunday afternoon under
much superior, said the president, the urgency with which the western demonstration
ers, who have promised a fight
"It certainly puta the Democratic
ment. ,
the
against
ComRock fryers 44. Plymouth Rock
the direction of Wendell Rone.
and he told of seeing the husband allies view the Berlin blockade, niatto the finish -for he nomination
leaders behind the eight ball." Big
Italian
300,000
Rome
chemical
-Under
regime.
eyes
the
of
aroilers 39, White Rock broilers
Burial was in the city cemetery.
riding a donkey many times, while which has forced them to supply Comte:Mist
The winner is expected to meet Jim said "I'll bet they're stewina
president
/gement workers went out on a half-day
39, colored broilers 38, White Rock
—The grandsons acted as pallbearhis wife walked. He said - that if more than 2.000,000 Germans in Gottwald,
Republican Senator John Sherman around"
strike,
second
the
phase
leftof
a
who reviewed the paSprings 44, Plymouth Rock Springs
ers. Members of the 'men's Bible
questioned as to why his wife was the western sectors of Berlin by rade, the
Cooper in the November election
Elawhere on the political front: 44 colored springs
anti-government
ist-directed
astftlia'
marchers" cheered
the
41, Leghorn
Memorial
Baptist
Senator Cooper who was elected
-walking. the Greek would reply, air, but would stop short of any names of Eduard Berle', resigned program. Tomorrow the nation's class: of the
Dewey—Coy Thomas E. Dewey chickens
35, •turkeys .32. young
church were honorary pallhearers.
ultimatum to the Russians.
two years ago to fill out thO un- of New York. the Republican pres"But she doesn't have a donkey."
former president of the republic, electrical workers will go out on a The
geese 22, ducks 31, ducklings 30.
Max Churchill funeral home
expired term of Baseball Commis- idential nominee, had no comment
Dr. Woods flew to and
from
At the same time, it WAS expected and the late Jan Masaryk. Czech two-hour strike.
guineas 30. pigeons II dor) 2.50,
was in charge of arrangements.
sioner A B Chandler has only on Eisenhower's new no-politics old roosters
Greece via Trans World Airlines the notes would keep the door shut foreign minister who was killed
Washington—Donald
Gonzales,
J.
23,
or
4 .nominal opposition
in the August statemernent. After a quiet July
Cheese: Twins 46 to 47, single and told his audience of the var- on any Russian counter-proposal committed suicide after the Com- United Press reporter covering the
primary.
4 weekend, Dewey began to sched- daisies 44 1-2 to 51.. Swiss 58 to 62. ious 'places that he visited enroute for new four-power talkS on Ger- munist came to power. The march- state departmentt reported' in
.
a
The crowded field of candidates ule of "half work days" which he
In giving the tyypical diet of the many until the Berlin situation has ers waved and kissed
Butter: 965,360 pounds, the marAmerican survey of world Communism that
in the Republican primary for hopes to continue until the cam- ket steady. 93 score 80 1 2, 92 score average Greek, President Woods been returned to normal,
Communism appears to be losing
flags.'
US. Representative from the nine- paign gets going full blast He will '79 1 2, 90 score 77 1-2, Carlots 90 emphasised the fact that curdled
These were the developments:
ground in Western Ettrope, ScandiMr. and Mrs. Glen . -S Kelso.
London—The
Yugoslav
regime
.- th district may reduced soon The devote most of his time to New score 78. Mt score 76 1-2.
milk was one of the items most
London—"Similar" if not idennavia. the Western Hemisphere. the Lynn Greve. boy, Johonie Craig.
Tito,
Marshal
denounced
of
by
the
,
attorney
York
general
frequently
has
found
state
on
found
a
their
business
way
deal
tables
notes
from the U. S. Britain
but will keep
Eggs: Browns. and whites mixMiddle East and Africa, but is be- on June 29 weighing 8 lbs. 3 cia
,•
for some of them to quit the race in close Much with his vice presi- ed.) 39 190 cases, the market steady The president said that he "past4c1" and France demanding lifting of Cominform for alleged flirting with ginning to show signsi of renewed
if thee want to get out. Ile says dential teeming mate, Gov Earl to firm. Extras 70 to 80 per cent one morning when he was offered the blockade were to be handed to western imperialism, remained un- aotivity in Asia. The situation in
The summer air over an acre of
'they can file a notarized petition Warren of California and with Re- 4 46 1-2 to 47 1-2, extras -10
. to 70 hot goat's milk as his entire break, I tbe-aussiaa ambassadors in Wash- repentant. Yugoslav Communists eastern Europe. he reported, is es- woodland possesses more moisture
with the cottpty court cleft_ in publican leadersper cent A 43 to 45, standards 40 to fast.
' ington. London and Paris. Three- were reported by the Yugoslav of; sentially unchanged despite the content than the air over an acre
their distriect before the clerks
Wallace—Henry Wallace's pro- 42 1-2, - current receipts 38 1-2,
-e-T'
The president's speech was broad-ipower conferences involving U. S. ficial news agency. Tanjug, to be present dispute between Tao and of water as a lake at the same
gressive party of West Virginia checks 35 1-2.
°filer the ballots printedAmbassador Lewis Douglas. French campaignihg for re-election of Tito the Cominforrn.
cast over station WNBS.
•
temperature.
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Eisenhower
Indicates He Will
stay At Columbia

MACK GUTHRIE
DIES JULY 4
AT HIS HOME

DEATH CLAIMS
OVER 600 PERSONS
DURING WEEKEND

No Hope Of Settlement Seen
Before Expiration Of Truce

MRS. TOM BYNUM
DIES AT HOME
MURRAY

Desperate Situation In
Greece Told By Dr. Woods
ALMO LOSES TO
ALIA-STARS IN
TENTH INNING

Local Students
Attend U.K.
Summer Session

g.

LIVESTOCK

estern,Powers Send Protest
To Kremlin; Czechs Revolt

MRS. SALLIE SMITH
DIES SATURDAY
AT MURRAY HOME
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VARMING
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CROSSW( RD PUZZLE

ANSWER TO Pervious MIMS

VI

Do Lost Golf Balls Trouble You?
Retrievhig Cad-clog Can Help Out

have been Queued up- by 14101111C
energy at the University of Cabo
PKBLISHED BY THE CALLOWAY PUBLISHING COMPANY
forhia. By using a radioactivel
31-larlend of
ACROSS
•Consolidation of The Murray Ledger, The Calloway Tunes, and The
Elberton 110:Meo
form of carbon, known as C,14 ref
Shmes•Herald, October 20, 1928, and the West Kentuckiin January 17, 1942
-Banner
34
piece
Photterm
1-Fur
Farm
,•,
searchers are discovering the sec36-Building wins
4=-Datush money
Washington, like your own home ret whereby plants create food sure
NEW LONDO1k1 Conn 1111:4- ,Think he Wall crazy- But the M2r1iiirsehold god
of account
W. PERCY WILLIAMS, PUBLISHER
riali
33'1
ern7-To
share
method
is eagerly looking far...ward plies for man and animals from the Golfers may relax.
of keeping sanity
JAMES C. WILLIAMS, GENERAL MANAGER
40-A erian rulers
ei-Cocer
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Vet's Family On Rocks; Wife
Wins $2,000 Story Contest
Two thousand dollars isn't all the money in the world,
but when you and your war veteran husband have just gone
on the rocks in a venture financed by a Cl loan, have a
'young son to support, and very little income, it seems just
about as unattainable as all the money ever issued.
But Fortune reserved her,post dazzling smile for Mrs.
Barbara Turner of Bridgton, Maine,,by dropping a $2,000
check in her lap just when the Turner fortunes were at
their lowest ebb.
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Not only that, but the check I
not choose between two stories,
itself was a virtual assurance
one submitted by Mrs. Turner,
that the lucrative Mr of a success- and one by Pendleton Hogan, a
•
nil writer lies ahead for the
!professional writer of Washingcomely Mrs. Turner. It happened
ton, D. C. They decided each
this way.
should get a $2,000 award.
Last March, Cosmopolitan magMrs. Turner was busily engaged
azine launched a Dark Goddess in hqr Bridgton home on a rainy
contest, offering a top prize of
June afternoon writing another
$2,000 for the best short story in- of the countless manuscripts
spired by a rather enigmatic il- which always'''came back with a
lustration in the magazine. En- rejection slip, when her telephone
tries were to be in by June 1, 1948. rang. It was a long-distance call
Approximately 6,000 manu- froni Dale Euneon, fiction editor
scripts were submitted by aspir- of Cosmopolite's, advising her she
ing writers from every state in had won the $2,000 prize.
this country, every country in
"I wh-what ?" she gasped when
Europe, from South Africa, South the was told she had won the
America, Canada, Egypt, India prize. Then after another 'series
and China.
of gasps between visions of paidOn June 12 the editors of Cos- up bills at the local stores, with
mopolitan agreed that they could something left over in the Turner
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with a three run rally in the
ninth, highlighted by Ted Kluszewski's homer. Stan Rojek , hit
his first big league homer for
Pittsburg in the nightcap.
Bob Lemon won again and Bob
Feller tailed again and that about
tells the story "of Cleveland's split
with the Tigers Lemon scored his
12th victory in his first start Since
he no-bitted the Tigers last week
and giSee up nine- safe blows this
time. winning 6 to 3. Feller suffered his ninth defeat against eight
victories in a eecond game relief
role, yielding two walks plus a
homer to Pat Mullin in the eighth
as Detroit won. 7 to 5. Ken Keltner hit two homers for the Indians
to run his total to 19, while Joe
Gordon, Walt Judnich and Eddie
Cleveland
got
Robinson also
homers. and Hoot Evers and Eddie
I.ake blasted round -trippers for Detroit in the two games.
The Athletics chastized the Senators. 12 to 5 at Washington after
losing the opener, 3 to 1 on sixhit pitching by Mickey Haefner
and two homers by Carden Cillenwater. Eddie Majeski and Elmer
Valo who made three hits apiece
and Ray Coleman got two triple
in Philadelphia's 14-hit maltreatment of five Nat pitchers in the
nightcap.
The White Sox moved to within a game and a half of the seventh place Browns. beating them
3 to 2 and 5 to 4 in 13 innings.
Cass Michaels singled with the
bases loaded to break up the second game. Frank Papish made one
of his fed appearances since undergoing an arm operation holding
the Browns to five hits in seven
innings to gain credit for the first
game victory in which Pit Seerey
hit a Chicago homer and Gerry
Priddy got one for St. Louis.
Ralph
YESTERDAY'S STAR
Kisser of the Pirates who hit three
homers in a 10 to 3 triumph over
the Reds after which the Bucs
dropped the second game. 6 te4, 4-

VIGILANTES OF
BUENA VISTA
By FRANK C. ROBERTSON

1

20..0 1. V*.

W'hen Joeie Pennington arrives
an Idaho Territory to marry Jim
Bloxham, gold prospector in
Buena Vista, she learns that he
has been murdered and that the
Vigilantes are preparing to hang
his partner. Bruno Cazette. Sure
that Bruno is innocent. she enlists the aid of Ben Warren,
young owner of a roadhouae. He
and his friend John Paul Hudson.
hotelkeeper. know that the county officers as well as the Vigilantes
are controlled by a lawless gang
headed by Charles Douglas, and
they believe that Bruno. is being
victimized. Ben gets him transferred from Buena Vista to the
Fort Boise Jail. Meanwhile. a
German. Herman Zapp, has been
robbed of some diamonds at Ben's
roadhouse and is accusing Ben.
Douglas obtains the jewels from
the real thief and plants them in
'Ben's room at John Paul's hotel.
but Ben discovers them and gets
rid of them. When Sheriff Prenn.
a Douglas underling, searches the
room and fails to find them, he
decides to search the hotel safe
and goes to get a court order.
leaving a deputy on guard. John
Paul, remembering that there's a
sealed envelope in the safe which
Jim Bioxham left there for Josie.
fears that the sheriff will seize it.

..•••••.0.

"Who's using my name so
freely?"
Douglas' voice suddenly came
from lust outside the door.
"Come in Charles." the sheriff
invited. "I've found some evidence
in the Bloxhana case that these people are tryin' to stop me front
[akin'"
But Hawk blocked the doorway
with his rifle across it.
"Get out of my way, you squirrelhunter," Douglas said contemptuously.
"Let Mr. Douglas in, Tom," John
Paul called. "His friend. too."
"I'll stay out here." Jack -Mayfield said.
Of all the outlaws infesting the
country.Jack Mayfield was perhaps
the most daring and the most colorful. Twenty-eight years old
handsome standing well over six
feet tall. he made even Charles
Douglas look commonplace.
Tom Eiawk stepped aside to let
Douglas enter the room, but there
was a fighting light in his gray eyes.
I hear somebody call me a
m agent" Douglas demand"D
lefroad

ed coldly.
"I don't know whether you did or
bank account, she exclaimed; "I'm
not, but I'm calling you one now,"
overwhelmed."
Ben stated bluntly.
And well she might have been
"Gentlemen, keep your tempers."
for her entry in the contest was
Gad Moore said hurriedly. "After
merely another desperate shot-inCHAPTER XIV
all, we are conducting a lawful
the-dark trying to sell a maga(VIE Of John Paul's reasons search, and it ought to be in a
zine story at which she had failed
or disliking the sheriff's° peaceful manner."
"We've offered no objection so
consistently for years. When she
was the man's preten- Long as you confined your search
much
recovered herself sufficiently to
when within legal limits." John Paul anYet
pomposity.
tious
talk coherently, she said;
Prenn appeared with his court swered.
"I am still in a terrific daze
"Legally speaking." Moore reorder for John Paul to open his
from, learning I won the Dark
torted, "the sheriff has a perfect
safe, there was nothing to d0 right to seize any evidence bearing
Goddess contest. My husband and
I recently lost our shirts in a
except comply.
on the murder—"
resort and hotel venture financed
"What murder?" P.O. Taylor cut
Almost as much as he resented
by a G. I. loan. He has been trying
the sheriff's insulting manner.John in crisply. "So far as the rest of us
had
Prenn
posse
know, that envelope might contain
Paul resented the
to pull us up by sour bootstrap
brought along. Van Meter was al- • letter John Paul was writing to
as a representative of a farm
ready there, and the sheriff was ac- his wife."
equipment wholesaler but the go"It was written by Jim Bloxcompanied by Gad Moore, Herman
ing has been tough. The prize
Zapp and Al Ridgley. The last ham," the sheriff said.
money will erase the red ink from
brand-new
"That's right."John Paul replied.
deputy
named sported a
the Turner ledgers, but more imsheriff's star on his vest. No greater "But you failed to read all the writportant is the fact that winning
offense could.be offered law-abiding ing on it. It says, 'to be delivered to
the prize has given me the conpeople than parading this known my fiancee. Josie Pennington' Jim
fidence to go on wi'tine, and 11a
road agent in the guise of an offi- left that envelope with rriV two
months ago. Fork it over. Prenn."
cer of the law.
certain I will he a sitecess.'
John Paul advanced • step, his
"I want this understood." John
FRANKFURT. Germ s i,s i UP), - Paul said, a moment before he be- hand held out imperatively.
The crucial moment had arrived
Fritz von Unruh of New York, gan to spin the dial of the safe.
,well-known German-born writer, "Your warrant says you are search- Unless somebody weakened, those
gives
That
property.
two rooms were going to be the
fears! that "the real democratic ing for stolen
you no right to touch anything else scene of an encounter which might
force&-of the German people may in my safe."
•
strew the floor with dead then
be too weak to overcome national'
"I said, hand it over," John Paul
"We'll see," Prenn grunted.
ed in one of the best hurling perThe safe was a large one, and repeated grimly.
formances since' became • Unruh, tourilak western Ger- there were various receptacles in it
he
that
interview
holding gold dust which had been CHERIFP PRENN could not withDodger in the second game, fast- many, said in an
safestand the commanding scrutiny
balling his way to a five-hit tri- had not expected a dernocratizea left with thehotelkeeper for
keeping. The searchers paid little His eyes shifted beseechingly to the
umph as the Dodgers made 14. German people.
make
attention to these. except to
man he acknowledged as master
"I fear that those who endeavor sure nothing else was hidden in
rookie . George Shuba and Pee
"What's wrong with all you peoWee Reese getting three apiece to establish a real democracy in 'them. It took only a few minutes to ple" Douglas demanded curtly
Shuba also got two first game Germany will try in vain because convince even the excitable owner "Tots came here to search for this
of the dangerous rebirth of nation- of the jewels that they were not in- German's jewels. sheriff If you
hits
side the safe.
can't find 'ern, you've no right
alist movements," he said.
The Cardinals moved to within
It was when the sheriff began to whatever to Miss Pennington's priUnruh said recent developments
John vate papers."
two games of the - leading Braves
that
papers
the
Investigate
in Hesse, where the newly-founded
vigorous protest.
by winning 6 to 3 and 5 to 2
"Maybe you're right." Prenn said
Pa rt y— Paul entered a
Democratic
National
"My warrant allows me to search meekly, and passed over the envedecisions from the Cubs at St. charged to be fascist by the milisheriff
the
own."
anything you
lope.
Louis Relief pitcher Gerry Staley
tary government--could make sub- snapped "Eh! What's this?"
"Now get out," Joh, Paul said
got credit for both victories, his stantial election gains are "disapHe had found the envelope Jim "and take your deputies with you."
first two of the season. Stan Mu- pointing and alarming'
Bloxham had left with John Pate. "Mr Hudson." Douglas said. "I
made two hits in cash
sed
''To be delivered in case of my came here to make you en offer for
Blames U. S. Partly
to—'" Prenn read then your hotel. I'm afraid on increasgame to boost his average to .410He added that the U S. military death
off abruptly and started to ingly large number of your custombroke
BIU Nicholson hit his ninth government attitude toward the
pocket.
homer in the rain-shortened six German problem in some cases stuff the envelope into his Paul said ers are going to decide that it's un"Wait a minute!" John
healthy to patronize you."
inning second 'game.
militarand
nationalists
furthered
sharply. "You're taking no papers
"Sorry. Douglas, my hotel is not
rethe
mentioned
Prenn."
Bill Voiselle once again turned ists feelings. He
from here.
for sale."
the
like."
I
anything
Amertake
"I'll
an
Douglas shrugged. "Then Ill be
on his old team mates, beating cent announcement of
them for the third time this sea- ican foreign legion and said, "this sheriff blustered. "This here is val- going. too." He turned and looked
evidence."
at
uable
Ben. "I might remark In passing
son. 4 to I on six hits as the could become the death blow to aU
"I still say you're not taking any- that any man who calls me • road
Braves took the second game at anti -militarist endeavors in Ger- thing." John Paul said.
agent had better be quicker on the
New York after the Giants won many.
"And who's stoppin' him?" Al trigger than I am. Good day. genUnruh said that "if you ask a Ridgley asked. He had moved back tlemen.'
the opener. 6 to 5 in 13 Innings
German whether he would be will- into a corner, and his hand rested
It IYILS hard for those who reSid Gordon hit a two-run homer
mained to believe that .the crisis
become a soldier again, he upon his gun.
in the ninth to send the first ing to
was OlIff
undoubtedly would answer yes and
game into extra innings after
•4rHERE might be some several
George Eastbrook blurted. "Every
not even care what he is supposed
which Les Layton's double and
MatFrank
Ridgley,"
of us is marked for slaughter
one
us,
of
a
fighting for."
be
to
by the Lambs now Mark my words.
thews spoke up
Bob Thomson's single broke it
"Just give them a gun—they'll
He and Ben Warren were Just in there'll be murder done in this town
up Johnny Sain, who went all
much " Unruh said. The graythe door of the office with within twenty-four heurs"
the way, suffered his sixth defeat haired. writer, who vainly fought
George Eastbrook and P CI Taylor
"The town wouldn't be runnin
against 10 victories. Johnny Mize nationalist Germans before Hitler on the other side Tom Hawk and true to form if there wasn't" John
also hit a first game Giant hornet came to power, had left Germany Tim Donahue blocked the doorway Paul grinned "Now I reckon I betwhile Jeff Heath, Bob Elliott, Ed- In 1932 when he recognized that The arrangement had not been ter hand over this envelope to Miss
Josie before another shenanigan
die Stanky and Bill Salkeld hit the wave of nationalist-militaristic accidental
"You birds askin' for trouble?" starts."
round trippers for Boston Lay- forces would sweep the country.
asked
Ridgley
ton's second game homer preventHe said he plans a new book
(To be continued?
"Don't let that star puff you up.
ed a V013•Ile shutout.
about his impressions in Germany. Ridgley" Matthews said. "Charles (The' characters In this serial are
fictitious,
Ralph Kisser hit three homers "It will be a tragic song of mis- Douglas and the rest of the Lambs
Copyright 1541 by riSfla C Robertson
in a 10 to 3 Pirate victory over directed and vain attempts to re- ain't backin' you up now"
it the Reds took the store democracy to Germany," he
Cincinnati
second game at Pittsburg, 6 to 4 declared.

Declares Gerthans
Still Feel Like
Fighting Again

IOW

Mrs. Berbera T
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Boston Red Sox and Brooklyn Dodgers
Now Live Up To Pre-season Notices
By CARL LUNDQUIST
UMWel Peer Spores Writer
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NEW YORK, July 6 (UP)—The
Boeton Hod Sox and Brooklyn
Dodgers, a couple of "B" teams
who spent most of the spring playing B league brand baseball. no
. longer looked like fugitives from
gtthe Piedmont and Three I loops
T I today
After letting down the followers
"ho had pegged them as pennant
rontenders and oossibl.s
world
el-series opponents, they seemed
ready at last to live up to preseason notices.
The rise of the Red Sox, which
has been in progress since early
June, reached new Weights yesterday when the World Champion
Yankees were toppled twice. 8 to
5 and 8 to 7 at Boston Bobby
Doerr hit three homers in the two
games, tying the score in the sceond game will, a two-run blast inthe eighth inning after which a
single by Matt Batts. a sacrifice
and Dom Dimaggio's single provided the winning run. Jack Kramer won the first game with relief help from Uncle Denny Galetiouse. Galehouse, relieving aseain
4 in the second game, was credited
with that victory, Ted Williams
went hitless in both games giving
him a mark of "0 for 10" in his
last three games, his average dropping ,to -386 from a high two
weeks ago of .415.
The Doagers sent the fhils back
into fifth place with 4 to 3 and
10 to 1 triumphs at Philadelphia
In the 10-inning opener. Jackie
Robinson singled and Gene Herrnanski doubled him home with
the winning run. Rex Barney turn-
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PRIVACY, PLEASE—Privacy is requested in the maternity ward by Catalina, sea lion whe
recently became a mother, and she tasks at curious friends trying to come up on the rock
she has claimed for herself and her new offspring, Guppy II. The exclusive family is part,
of the collection of the Brookfield, Ill., Zoo
A seven-acre field of Blakemore
season to handle those details. And I
strawberries has vetted J. B. Nance
it doesn't maek a very slick busiof Grayson county $20,000 in six
nessman out of oWner Bill Veeck I
years.
to let him get away with it,
I
Some front office action IS
POISON IVY
dicated when a guy getting that
.0W TO KILL IT.
lir
chunk of dough loses nine James!
,
ONE_HOUR,
against eight wins, and kiv.es up
If not COMPLETELY PLEASED,
a lush 108 hits and 54 bases on
your 35c back. Kill the outer akin.
balls in 131 i9nings. Consider,stoo,
It PEELS OFF and with it goes the
Warren county homemakers have ivy infection. Ask anyoiruggist for
that the big teams Cleveland must
beat are New , York and Boston-a- made 206 braided and hooka rugs TE-01-. Often one application is
‘d mats this year, four of which enough. Today at Holland-Hart
and they have beaten Feller threey_a!
Drug Co.
arid two times respectively against Were 8 by 10 feet in size.
nodefeats.
With the old Feller, Cleyeland
ENJOY AUTOMATIC Olt HEAT
would have a great chance But
at its BEST!
wi
currently he is sixth oh the staff
in effectiveness behind Bob LemOlt
'
.
c0
on, 12-6; Gene Bearden. 6-3; Bois
Muncrief, 5-1; Ed Klieman, 3-0,
1°
1
and Don Black, 2-1.
Feller said recently mat he plan• •R494Ce
barn storming
ned post-season

Not everybody in
Calloway county sub.
scribes to The LedgrInTimes but nearly
everybody _rea s

trips to help some of the other
fellows make money.-I don't need the money," he
said. -and the only thrill left for
me would be to pitch in the World
Series."
At the rate he is going, neither
Feller nor the Indians have Much
chance of receiving those blue ribbon thrills.
Andit would seem to be aboat
time for Week, in all fairness to
the Cleveland fans who have/waited 28 years for a flag. to centric
down on his star pitcher and insist that those other interests be
abandoned in fever of the real
businesswet hand.

WITH THE STUB OF'NUR REGISTRATION
TICKET and ONE OIL CHANGE
THIS OFFER GOOD FOR TWO
MORE WEEKS
Just bring in your stub and get an oil change and we will
GIVE YOU FREE ONE GREASE JOB
4

Billington-Jones Motor Co.
Incorporated

Telephone 170

211 Main Street

•

•

WILLIAMS
'featuring
Fuel-Saving

ROMATIC

VERTICAL COUNTERFLOW

WINTER
AIR CONDITIONER

FREED COTHAM
HEATING and SHEET METAL WORK
Pohne 661
675 Maple

INTERNATIONAL EXCHANGE UNITS

We have International Truck
transmissions, differentials, clutches,
brake shoes, ccankshafts, and other
units that have been reconditioned
strictly in accordance with factory
methods. You can buy these units
from us and initall them yourself,
or we'll make the installations.
Either way you save money. You
get practically new unit service from

the reconditioned units because of.
the expert way they are reconditioned. And the cost is much less than
the ne4unit cost. Take advantage of
this money-saving opportunity now.
And take advantage of our complete
truck maintenance service, too. All
International Truck high quality.
And for any make or model. Any job
from lubrication to overhaul.

Munday-Davis Equipment Company
W. B. DAVIS

Phone 63

RAY MUNDAY

•
,

'
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FUEL-LIVING
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By OSCAR RALEY
United Press Sports Writer

Free Grease Job

11

setel1RUCK MONEY WITH
e90_,F

Today's Sports Paraxle

knitting because of too many outside interests.
It's a combination which has
NEW YORK, July 6 (UPI—Bob taken the zip off his fast ball,
Feller loomed* today as the big- without which the erstwhile
gest sports -flop of 1948 and, in 'Rapid. Robert" is just another
gathering these "honors," the over. pitcher Johnny Lindell of the
paid Iowa farmer was plowing un- Yankees asserted recently that
der the pennant hopes of the there were "three or four, and
maybe more, with more speed
Clevelind Indians
"Bulletless Bob." whose salary than Feller."
There also is plenty of confirmranges above $80,000 a year just
for playing baseball, showed how tion around the benches that Felcritical is inflation when he blew ler considers it a large favor to
another for the Tribe yesterday. grant, a leisurely hello. Add to
_Thanks to Bob Lemon, a smaller that his many interests and you
satellite in the Cleveland base- probably 'have the answer He will
ball heavens, the Indians still man- and has screamed denials, but ceraged to retain their slim one- tainly a pitcher—which is his only
'lead in the American league claim to fame—can't keep his mind
on his pitching- when he has to
race.
g
am e
. They could have increased that dash around autographing books
margin but Feller fell down-- at so much per copy for_iFelleri.
again He went in with a one-run signing business contracts and
lead. walked two; threw a home otherwise neglecting his real busirun ball. and that wits all, bro- ness.
"You earl see Feller by appointther That made sails record a
slightly less than terrific eight ment only," they quip around the
wins against nine losses and reviv- dugouts.
But it's a situation which has
ed wail concerning what goes on
caused surly comment among his
with the former star
Around the dugouts you get mates, this squeezing the hide of
the buffalo on the nickel while
these two. answers:
1 That Faller's hat size has be- the team suffers,
Certainly "Bob- Feller, Inc
come enlarged.
2. That Feller isn't tending to his has' enough time during the off
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Activities

TI'ES1

Locals

Weddings

CI

JO. WILLIAMS, Edit-or — PHONE 374-M

College .
Calendar

Hot Weather Do's and Don't's

July 7, Wednesday._ Band concert
directed by Professor Farrel. in
front of fine arts: Campus party

By FRANK C. ROBERTSON 'a

, Mr. and Mrs. Burk guiter antritince the marriage of their
daughter. Nell to Claude AJitanS
sey on Friday. July 2. at 71"
o'clock in the evening ar the Han.
- Mon Church of -Christ in Highland Park. Mich.
After the ceremony, the couai,
left for a wedding,triP after which
• they. will make 'Their burnt. iii'

t,,a4
DO sprinkle driveways and welts in- luta allarnooa when they ore
to cool Ass of.

0fteit

STOPIRMITPDAMAGE
Flying ants may be- termites —
possibly in your home: A FREE
TERMINIX INSPECTION will
give you accurate information on
the extent of termite damage in
your property. LOY.1:t delay,. call
,
tod....
MURRAY LUMBER CO.
Phone 262
Ale•honre..1 ft er.ret!,.tariVe a
Ca.* v .a.c,,, icra,no, Con,
CI 19•,...,
As Adveortisod Ish"Th• Po.t"

(a)

•

HAYS & FIELDER
16th and Main
QUALITY FOODS
and

OPEN UNTIL 7:00 •P. M.

the hooest hours of a *teething inia.siamier Boy to do the
DON'T s .. • „
-.g.
yo. are fatigued both by other bousehraterlasks and by the
a-c o y heat, ironing becomes laborious oad exhovifing.

5.

Southyleasant Grove

PREPARE Your
CAR

When Joan- Pennington arrives
in Idaho Territory to marry Jim
Blotham, gold prospector in
Buena Vista. she learns that he
has been murdered and that the
Vigilantes are Preparing to hang
his partner. Bruno Casette. Sure
that Bruno is innocent. she enlists the aid of Ben Warren.
young owner of a roadhouse. He
and his friend John Paul Hudson.
hotelkeeper. know that the coonty officers as well as the Vigilantes
are controlled by a lawless gang
headed by Charles Douglas, and
they believe that Bruno is being
victimized. They think Jim's
brother Bill killed him for his
money and Is being protected by
Douglas for a price. Ben gets
Bruno transferred from Buena
Vista to the Fort Boise jail. Meanwhile. a German. Herman Zapp.
liaa been robbed of some dia.
'11111111sils at Ben's roadhouse and is
g Ben. Douglas obtains
the Jewels from the real thief and
plants them in Ben's room at
John Paul's hotel. but Ben discovers them and gets rid of them.
Sheriff Prenn. a Douglas underiing. searches the room, then
searches the hotel safe and finds
a sealed envelope which Jim
Bioxham left there for Josie in
ease of his death. The sheriff attempts to appropriate It, but is
thwarted by Ben. John Paul and
their adherents_

.1 irn careful that nothing happens
ai it in the meantime."
"We'll put it back tn the safe, and
if necessary Put a guard over it."
John Paul said. "Jim was right
about the two hundred ounces of
dust he left with Inc. Tosie. It's
yours whenever you want it."
"How much would it be In
money?"
"Thirty-two hundred dollars." I•
h!"
"So
"You know. I never knew that
Jim and Bruno were pardners to
George Eastbrook." John Paul said.
"It's funny he never said anything
about it."
Plainly he regretted the remark
as soon as it was made, for he knew
that Ben and Taylor were thinking
the same thing he was. With Jim
dead. and Bruno out of the way
nobody might have known about
the partnerstup. Yet, it was unfair
to suspect the man, for Eastbrook
had helped Bruno to escape. and
had lent his support against the
sherd to retain the letter.

TIM'S funeral was held that afters/ noon. Ben wondered if Bill Bloxham would dare attend but, when
the time came. Bill was there. He
was surrounded by a group of men
who were one and all likely candidates for a rope. Ned Bunton
seemed to be their leader. Slightly
bettm-known desperadoes like Jack
Mayfield and Ai Ridgley kept in the
background, along with Charles
CHAPTER XV
Douglas. Gad Moore and Lee Guy
JOHN PAUL left the office
Josie. the one person whom most
to take the sealed envelope of the crowd wanted to see, was
and Bess
to Josie, he said to Ben,"You'd flanked by John Paul
Hudson. P g. Taylor and George
better stick around. We may Eastbrook were close behind them.
have something to talk over." 'Ben Warren and Frank Matthews
A little later, he returned and kept well to the side of the hall
summoned Benssalong with P.O. where the funeral a•as being held.
Taylor. into the Vudsons' private while Tom Hawk, with his rifle and
bORiP knife, remained in the exliving room.
"Jude wants you two to hear treme rear.
Josie wore no veil, and the crowd
what Jim wrote her," he told them.
"P. G. as her attorney, if he'll act In strained to get a look at her face.
kept her eyes downcast, but at
She
that capacity. and Ben as a friend."
When they entered the living no time did she shed tears nor give
room, they found Josie holding vent to any hysterical outburst of
Jim's letter in her hand. She grief — greatly to the disappointment of the onlookers.
seemed deeply stirred.
Ben. looking over the crowd. saw
"Mr. Taylor, will you please read
this aloud?"she requested, handing Herman Zapp with Sheriff Prenn.
The German gave him a look surthe letter to him.
charged with hatred Bert --knew
He cleared his throat and
that his ruse to return the man's
"'Dear Jade: i aas lea
jewels bad failed. Paw had
note in safe hands On
that something might happen to ably thought it his duty to turn
me before you arrive in Bonanza them over to the law. A glance at
Basin. I wouldn't want you to be Sheriff Prenn's smug face conleft here among strangers without vinced Ben that he probably knew.
means. Neither do I want my broth- well enough where the jewels were
He became thoughtful as the
er William to have any of my property. I have sent several thousand Reverend Tewlesbury's voice droned
dollars to the girl he deserted. and on in a long drawn-out diasertation
I expect to send more because I upon the uncertainty of mar's
know he will not provide for her days. What wesuld be the right
course to pursue. Ben worlds-rid if
and her child.
an, leaving two hundred it could be proved that Prenn him"
ounces of dust with my friend John self was deliberately withholding
Paul Hudson, which will provide for property from its owner? It was a
your immediate necessities. I have Problem not easily answered After
ten thousand dollars in a bank in all. Prenn was only a tool. Behind
San Francisco, and five thousand him were Charles Douglas and Gad
more with Croker and Bentz in Port Moore. And backing them up were
Boise. Bruno and I own a half in- such outlaws As Al Ridgley, Jack
terest in George Eastbrook's store. Mayfield and Ned Bunton.
After the services Ben and Frank.
and I have a little dust hidden in a
cache that only Bruno and I know for a moment. came face to face
about. Nearly all of that. however. with Charles Donates and Jack
belongs to him, since he don't be- Mayfield. , Always before. Douglas
lieve in banks. If anything happens had at least bowed politely Now he
to me. I want you to have all I've merely turned his chilly gaze upon
them a second and turned away
mentioned.
a town like
"'Since you won't see this letter That kind of a look in
Vista was a declaratIon of
Buena
unless something does happen to
War.
say don't grieve
me. dear Jude.
Ben never paraded his 4111 with
over me too much. and I hope youll
find someone else with whom youll a gun, but his father had been n
be happy. Lovingly, Jim Blogham'." frontier sheriff at a time when a
sheriff had to shoot quicker and
girl gave a dry, choking soh more accurately than his enerairs
to survive He had tauzlit
the lawyer was reading but, in order
his son all that he Knew aSoia
when he flnished, she was quite
guns: taught him because hi- kris%
composed.
that the time might come ahrm nis
"Well, there's no question hut life would depend upon hls
that this letter will stand in taw as with one Ben could fare even Lina holographic will." Taylor said
ers like Jack Mayfield with ssnas lir
'Tm worried about something." believed to be. at least ar sser
John Paul said. "He sneaks of a chance.
no
y
cache where Bruno has most of his
never forgot that MS
Yet
dust. It must be near the mine. Bill father. good as he was hail haen
he
and
there,
out
been
has
Bloxharn
shot in the back It could happen
would certainly be hunting for it" to hint. too
"It's strange he didn't mention
alve mine." Taylor said "Still, Bill is
(To be continued?
expressly excluded from any inher- (The characters In this serial are
itance. I suggest we have this all
fictitious?
probated tomorrow, and that we be Copyright 1942. ortrniali C. firobeffson
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Miss Nell Suit-et-Married Friday
To Claude Ramsey

both empyod.
Misses Lois and Sue. Sutter, sisters Of tht. bride. of Murray. at
tended the wedding.

VIGILANTES OF
BUENA VISTA

•

closes
July 15. Thursday_ Re,istration .tur
Necond 441111
. .
July 16. Friday- Classes bcgin
August 21. Saturdas.-.Ssaamd term
ends

•

ROWLA
Service
Experie
tee. Ph
one bl
Street.

FOR SA
bottles.
'stall as
Appliar
Murray

'GO1

TRA-LA-LA (000-LA-LA)
—French bathing suits may
be getting briefer and „.
briefer, but the bustles —
000-la-la — they get bigger
and bigger. This bustle is
known as the Tra-la-la and
is fastened to the back of
a tiny pair of trunks. The
serious swimmer simply removes it before she goes
near the water.

• LOCALS
Mr. and Mrs. 0. F. Perdue with
their daughter, pos.. Marie. and
Ti;rn- Wear, wore. wawk-end
ors in the Boyd Wear, home, 2116
North Fifth street.
•
• Mr. and Mrs. Mt 1,S,; Dodds have
moved back to this county after
living in Lakeland. Fla. for the
past two years.
s •
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Redden and
&tighter Paula, Detroit, are visiting his mother. Mrs. Sam Redden
Sam Beaman, Detroit, spent the
holidays in . Murray' with his sister. Mrs. H. T. Luther and Mr
Luther.
••
0. H. Bynum. Sr., of Rayville.
La., Mr. and Mrs. Hotline Smith.
Mrs. Joe Phillips of Detroit. Mich..
were in' Murray Sunday for the
funeral of Mrs. Carrie E. 13Yrium.,
• •
Mrs, Joe 'Baker. Miss Martha
Jean Baker. Miss Jackie Maddox.
Miss Judy Allbritten and Joe
Graves Bakef47-visited Baker relatives in Pillaaphis I Saturday and
motored to Clarksdale. Miss., to
visit Mrs. Baker's parents. Mr. and
Mrs. J. W. Stitt.
• •

PHOTOGRAPHERS' QUEENS — Miss Peggy Sullivan (left),
named "Miss National Press Photographer of 1948," and Miss
Bettina Edwards, "Miss Boston Press Photographer," pope
tor, of all people, the press photographers after winning their
awards at the photogs' Atlantic City, N. J., meeting.

Social Calendarl

for Summer Driving

. GROCERY

feat:kV /1 1""

SALTINES

iivite

LARGEST SELLING

THIN

CRACKERS:
MI

STAPLE
GROCERIES

Lunch 114eaebf all kinds
(Let as plan your picnic)
Fresh Fruits and Vegetables
FREE DELIVERY

PHONE 655-J

PriLf

TODAY
and Wednesday

71•AsY
4>atettkp,e66, e
41.5 From The
SaleztectSistem.s.

McCU1STON'S
Auto Electric

•

ter corny Barry Fitzgerald.
'Shure, they'll steal your
heart . .. and your
pocketbook ... and
hand you the laugh
of your lifer

Personal Paragraphs

—

Eq

C‘able Motor Co.

WE BUY...

LETTER BOXES -

•
SHROAT BROS.
Meat Market,

ARE BACK
k •
in Two Sites

'

(
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0.1•14••••M

IAKE's CAULFIELD • FITZERAW

\5:!WlLDLIAMA

1

LEDGER & TIMES

rbseea Jim,/

A&H

I aesda., Mrs Kelso ,s a graduate
of Hazel High school and is the
daughter of Mr and Mrs. Hurtle
Craig of the Mason Chapel viRev. and Mrs. Howard Baxter
cinity. Mr Kelso is the son of
and family of Mayfield N'Cle gutsts
to the
Mr and Mrs. Ernest Kelso of near
yesterday of Rev. and Mrs. Robert
Lynn Grove.
Jarman and son David.
LAKE and ELSEW
• •
There will be a daily vacation
BMW'school at Pleasant Grove
Holiday guests of Mr. arid Mrs.
next week. Any child welcome
Mrs. Chester flinktey, of Fulton
Cecil Farris -were 0. H. Jennings
On account of inside decoration of
(if Pans, Miss Jackie Riddick of will arrive today to visit Mrs.
the church Bro. Page, the pastor.
Memphis and Mrs. Leona Berry a Wendell Binkley and children for
and R. L. Cooper. Sunday school
the next two weeks While WenParis.
superinlendent will hold services
• •
dell Hinkley is attending camp at
on the church lawn
Mr. and Mrs. Wendell Hinkley Ft. Bragg, N. C.
, • •
'Mrs. Jewel Adams Wilkerion
and children. Mr. and Mrs. Oren
Mr. and Mrs Robert Moyer" and
has returned from a visit with relaHull and son and Mr. :Ind Mrs.
tives in California.
Carman Parks and children were family left Saturday for a' week's
.
.
holiday guests of Mr. and Mrs. visit with Mrs. Moyer's parents in
We are expecting a wedding anKeith. Kelley of Wickliffe. The Blooming-TM-Ind.
next,
for
week.
nouncement
'
group enjoyed a barbecue supper
Lightning last Friday struck the
Mrs Eaton Paschall alas returned
at Swann lake
lectrie wires in the homes of Jun home after a few weelta recupera• •
•
r,. Mrs Millie Ellis. Mrs Er- tom at the home ,If her parents.
Mr. and Mn,. James C. Williams
• • • itayes and Mr. Ross. 1111 of Rev and Mrs Frank Roberts near
spent the weekend in Paris at the
lxinity. Mrs. Rasa is the for- Paris
.
-, r Mary 'Jones easchall mother
home of Mr. and Mrs. W. P
LET US CHECK:
Two members of the Oak Grove
tarns -where approximately sixty
Rudnlph and Sylvester • Paschall Baptist church were baptized at
relativas, from eight states, gaththe three tieing reared here. Glad the Aland Hapistri last Sunday cvI. Brakes
ered for a family reunion. The
one v,.,1 inur 'by the lightning.
.Bt',,• Nnu.Is
ifl
' • •
•
.
.
Craigj Kelso and
airs.
group enjoyed a delightful barbe2. Wheel Alignment
Congratulations to' Miss Bettie
cue dinner yesterday at The Wil:
Kelp, :aim-writes the arrival of
-of
a
graduate
recent
Hill.
Murrhy Hospital last Lou
hams lake. Other Milireayans at3. Cooling System
•
Hazel - High_sainail who for out-tending seer& Mr. and Mrs W.
appointed
standing work tiiis been
4. Battery
P. Hatietta.- Mils Mary Elizabeth
,
arm
to attend, national %invention at
Roberts. Mt. and Mrs. Hugh Ma""utailsrsasoss
ErKansas City. Mo. IlArs...Estelle
5. Tune-up Engine
win is .het sponsor and will accompany her. Wu recall that Miss-Hill's
Ed Frank Kirk will return toFINEST MATERIALS add
paternsal_grandmoper Eva, Myers
PHONE 11120-1
InDrrnw from a business lrip to2
Hill and- sister Bettie Myers were
• BEST
LIPMENT
Mr. and Mrs. B. D. Hall of Chicago.
fine pupils at the Gunter's - Fiat .• Mrs. Elaine Meioan Mitchell of
•
Murray. Ky. RFD 5
school which was - before consoli- Louisville has bun a recent fteast Memphis spent the Fourth of July
with
Mts.
Murray.
in
holidays
&tom had lalidwity'; aTsa tabacco in the Gatlin_ _C4OptisrskZamet-ChtdMater Tanen% Starters.
. ..
Hail's mother. Mrs. Ed Filbeck.
water Rgad.
located in It.
•
- SI
Generators, Carburetors,
• • • •ls
• .N
. ••
In the schOols of a iese- decades
Magnetos and Rebuilt
Mrs.
and
Farmei
Mr.
•
Charles
ago ;more attention WV -given to
Mrs. Fannie' McIntosh has reMotors
403 Pasplar - 4 Phone 465
spelling - than is - nOw.- -Spelling turned to Tulsa, Okla:. following a with thc:r baby, of Rock Wapiti Used Fats
are 'the -guests .f,f his pareats,!
bees were not uncommon.
two weeks:visa with her son, R. C.
Scrap Iron
74th
Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Farmer:1,
Beret
the
of
family,
and
McIntosh
}tar!.
- , MI43
-aunt. Bettie Myers.
Metal
bas.d
is
Fartner
Tenth street. Mr.
-!'atid my sister- Polly Ellis were Road..
Batteries
director, :end—teacher a piano in
•
•
• , , of the hest spellers in Gunter's
st
Hides
Rock Island.
earege
the
•
•
' .at district. Thsaw, three Gun-, . Mrs Willie Decker of Detroit Ii
,
•
jo••
, o i's Flat girls have passed to their visiting relatives and friends in
I reward.
the city. Mrs Decker is a former • Mr. and •Mrs. W .8. McCleary
and baby, of. Cleveland. Ohio, :re
We also congratulate the city of Murray resident
the guests of the Boyd 'Wear famJamey. the home of the radio. for
Fifth street. 44444'0014,
Yin* a radio station. We reMr.- !and, Mrs. Paul Willi% and ily. '208 North
ii the Swedish story of a con- little daughter. Dlonthy (Airy, left to Texarkana. Ark., and Sail Ani rited heathen who after finding today, for . Atlanta. Ga. Entinite tonio, Texas. for a brief IY
ma.
109 North Fifth
••
, .!Ius his Savior. wanted to know home, they will visit Mr. Willis'
I
have
why the missionary .did not come sister, in Anniston. Ala.-The Wittig
Mr. and Mrs. 0, A. Vammy
Phone 214
,00ner. It is wondered_why as pio- family havg been guests of Mrs. returned to Burlington. Ky.. follow
.- -iestave---terwry or - Murray:.Kr..
week-end visits- witit the-sPat
did Willis' . mother, *Mrs. It. -P. Wears
i 'lot have a radio station gonner. • 200 North Paint fitriet
Wear famillr
By Mite. nalt,t,.. S3101711111111MAN
Charles H
Huinpitreys of Da-, ,it wag,,eeedt visitor with
Lube Brown and other
ds
Mrs. Grace Hicks and Mrs. BetBrucetiat Tenn.. have
. *Tayliir
t with
• turned h-rne from a
latives
Mrs. Thelma Miller -visited Wed• sday with- her parents Mr. ahd
Rokiy McPherson.
Miss Ethel May Paschall of Ed
, inton. Ky.. was, a weekend visit with relatives, among whom
.• re her mother. Mrs. Neva- Pas,
sisters. Mrs. Boit Craig and
Autry McReynolds and broth- Ells Paschall and . their Linn-

T.I.ME
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4
Tuesday. July .6
, the
Thu general meeting ot
•
WSCS will be held at the First
VARSITY THEATRE
Milbodasts churcli at 3 o'clock. In
charge of the program will be the "The Sainted Sisters."
Hr: 38 Mins
Alice Waters CircleThe groups vs Ins. Woman's Feature Starts: 1:23-3:19.5:15.7:11.
457
the--Firal*
,:hurch will meet at 2:30 as follows:
Group I, with Mrs. Clyde Junes.
Sixth street
Group II, with -Mrs. W. J. Gibson,
North Fourteenth street.
Group III. with Mrs. R. H. Robbins, Olive street.
Thursday. July
FIVE POINTS
The Young Matrons group of the
First Christian Church will meet
Murray, Ky.
at 730 with Mrs. Norman Hale,
North Tenth street.
The Wesleyan Service Guild will
meet at 6:30 in the City Park for a
picnic supper. Mrs. Bernard Bell
will be in charge.
—
The Business - .ind Professininal
group of the Woman's Council of
the First Christ Church will meet
at 7:30 with Mrs. John Long. West
AMERICA'S
Main street.
II
July
Friday,
'
•
The South Murray Homemakers
Club will hold their annual picnic
at the - City Park at 7 o'clock.
guests.
Members may
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FOT Sale
ROWLAND Refrigeration Sales and
Service. New and used equipment.
Experienced. Money back guarantee. Phone ,993-J. Hazel Highway,
one block south of Sycamore
Jy7c
Street.

Pr

PAGE FIVE

FOR SALE-A farm of 48 acres,
well improved. Has all been limed.
On mail, milk and bus route. On a
good gravel road. Just north of
Hickory Grove church, on the old
Wadesboro road. Good tobacco
base. Soe Walter Blakely, Almo,
Ky.
JElp

By roltio

Services Offered

1

LET US PUMP YpUR CISTERN
and fill it with $ure well water.
Hardy
Rogers, Lynn
Grove,
Ky.
Jy7p

Notices

NOTICE-In accordance with Kentucky Statutes, Sections 25.195 and
Notice is hereby given that
25.200:
'
a report of Robert S. Jones, deceased, settlement of accounts was on FOR RENT-2-room garage apartJune 28, 1948, filed by Clara Louise
Jonee, Admx., and that the same ment partly furnished, available
has been approved .by the Calloway now. Phone 325. 120._ West Main
JIM
County Court and ordered filed to --O. W. Harrison
lie over for exceptions. Any person
desiring to file any exception thereWill
to will do so on or before July 26,
1948, or be forever barred. Witness
my hand this 28th day of June 1948.
STRAYED OR STOLEN-One red
By Lester Nanny, County Court
Clerk, Calloway County, Ken- Irish setter dog. Wearing collar
with my name and 'address. Any
tucky.
T-JY13P
information leading to his recovery will be rewarded. Notify Reed
NOTICE-In accordance with Kentucky Statutes, Sections 25.195 and , Brandon or call 551-J, Murray,
J8c
25.200: .Notice is hereby given that , Ky.'
a report of George Terry BradleY,
deceased. settfemedt of accounts was
on June 28, 1948, filed by Wells Ov14•1•••••
erbey, Admr., and that the same has
been approved by the Calloway
County Court and ordered filed to
lk over for exceptions. Any person
desiring to file any exception thereto will do so-on or before July 26,
1948, or be forever barred. Witness
my. hand this 28th day of June,
1948. By. Lester Nanny, County
Court Clerk, Calloway County, KenT-Jy13p
tucky.
•

This Peaceful World
I CAN'T
STAND IT -I'M GOING
TO THE
MOVIES

For Rent

'GOVT. ASSAUL
BOATS FOR
SALE‘

$25 to $35

Lost

SHROAT
BROTHERS

SPRAY
BOOMS
for applying

lushmiller

NOTICE-In accordance with\Kentucky Statutes, Sections 25.195 `and
24.200: Notice is hereby given 1.11-4
a report of Mrs. A. L. Arnett, de-`
ceased, settlement of accounts was
on June 28, 1948, filed by W. C. Arnett, admr., and the same hes beat,
approved by the Calloway County
Court and ordered filed to lie over
for exceptions. Any person desiring
to file any exception thereto will do
so on or before July 26, 1948, or be
forever barred. Witness my hand
this 28th day of June, 1948. By Lester Nanny. County Court Clerk,
Calloway County, Ky.
T-Jy13p

FOR SALE:-1939 Oldsmobile. Good
FOR GUARANTEED Permanent condition, good tires. Telephone
Metal Weatherstripping or blown 1182-M.
J8p
insulation installed by experts call
H. M. Scarborough, 1021 or 409-J.
FOR SALE-30-gallon hot water
Rock Wool and Weatherstrip Cu,
heaters. Table top models by Kel105 Gatlin Suilding, Murray,
vinator. $124.95-Riley Furniture
Jy 17e
Ky.
and Appliance Co.
Jy8c I)
FOR SALE-Used gas range with
bottles. Very reasonable. Will all/stall and service-Murray ,as &
Appliance Co., 1212 Main Street,
J8c
Murray, Ky.

Hot Dog

NANCY

3c per word, mmum charge
50c for 17 words. Terms cash in
adfance for each insertion.

}CLASSIFIEMS

154:114
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Found

By Raeburn Van Buren

Charlie Gets the Low Down

ABBIE an' SLATS

I MUST GO NOW. CHLOE
WILL TAKE CARE OF YOU,
CHARLIE. I'LL TRY 10 SEE
ltDU TOMORROW.

ARE YOU SURE SHE WON'T
MIND IF I SLEEP HERE ?CATHERINE THE GREAT, I
MEAN. ARE 10U

THIS IS THE QUEEREST THAT STONE
PLACE I'VE EVER BEEN WALL IS TO
IN. A WHOLE COMMUNITY KEEP YOUNG
WITH A STONE WALL
PEOPLE
ESPECIALLY
AROUND iTiAND ONLY
YOUNG MEN OLD PEOPLE INSIDEEXCEPT FOR
LIKE YOU: MISS
MARTHA.
STEELE-MARTHA'S AUNT
07V4A5 THE RICHEST
IN THE
WORLD IN HER
WE-JUST AS
EVOZT HA ISTODAY.

arr.

SURE SHE'S
DEAD?

NOTICE-In accordance with KenWay Statutes. Sections 25.195 and
25.200: Notice is hereby given that
a report of Era Roberts, deceased,
-aceounts was on June-)
Kt IOW filed by Guthrie Roberts,
Adrnr., and that the same has been
approved by the Calloway County.
Court and ordered filed to lie over
for exceptions. Any person desiring
to file any exception thereto will do
ee on or before July 26. 1948, or be
or barred. Witnlyss my hand
this 28th day of June, 1948. By
Lester' Nanny. County Court Clerk.
T-Jy13p
Calloway County, Ky.

r 5555.
S. PO. ON

HER HEART WAS BROKEN BY A
YOUNG FORTUNE-HUNTER. SOSHE'S CONVINCED THAT ALL YOUNG
MEN ARE- LIKE THATSHE WON7 LET
MARTHA MEET ONE
EVER:: AS LONG
AS SHE LIVES::

$v.46.•4
• .
--OA .4rs .44.41
I

Cross-Examination

• Cut your application costs at least
75% Stiray up to 125 acres a day
--use only 3 to 10 gallons of spray
pa acre! Low-gallonage booms
Et easily on any tractor, Jeep.
trailer.

Taylor
Implement Co.
4th and Poplar Sta.

NOTICE-In accoreknee with Kentucky Statutes. Secticin. 25.195 and
25.200: Notice is hereby 'gtken that
a report of Samuel Oscar Mott, a
minor, settlement of accounts was
on June 28, 1948, filed by M. G. Carman, Gdn., and that the same has
been approved by the Calloway
County Court and ordered filed to
lie over for exceptions. Any person
desiring to file any exception thereto will db so on or before July 26.
1948, or be forever barred. Witness
rny hand this 28th day of June.
1948. By Lester Nanny, County
Court Clerk, Calloway County, Ken.
tucky.
T-Jy130

MISS CALIFORNIA — Reba
Laurette Watterson of
Stockton. Calif., a freshman
at the College of the Pacific,
will enter the Miss America
pageant next September
representing her home
state. She hopes to,win a
scholarship so that she may
continue her studies toward
an A.B. degree

MARTHA. THERE
ISA STRANGER IN
STEELE HILL.

A SMASHED-UP CAR WAS FOUND
OUTSIDE THE NORTH WALL.THERE
ARE FOOTPRINTS LEADING FROM
THE SHRUBBERY THERE--

(CHOKE:::)

SHE'S FOUND
OUTX
•

)
,Iir•ft

--TO THE MUSIC ROOM HERE.
YOU,MARTHA, WERE ALONE
IN THE MUSIC ROOM THIS
AFTERNOON.
41i

/1/

11, •
.;wv

wn_w•
er'414.;

•

WE SPECIALIZE' In COUNTRY
plate
HAM, steaks, chops and
lunches. All kinds of sandwiches
Rudy's Restaurant

+ft

7;
•

"Nari4

Plume IN ALVAH GALLOWA1 SAWMILL
now located in Alma. All kinds
JIy2lp
of lumber for sale.

17.9.

4
--

BROOKS BUS LINE
Direct Route Kentucky to Michigan
Shortest Route
Fastest Time-Thru Buttes
All Seale Reser ed - Radio for Your Pleasure - Pillow Service"
Daily Schedule -Iv Morr.v 11 00 n.rn , Ar. Detroit 5:45 a.m.
Fare $10.05, without ill — Make Seat Reservations Early
l'or Information Call
Murray Bus Terminal
Paducah Bus Terminal
Phi ,TO.
Phone 604

vc) MAMI•I'v skr`-, HURRY,
LI'L ABNE R - ADAM
, IS ABOUT
COMMENCE T'WOO
TIC'S STYLE.'

_ PHONE
41
FOR
INEXPENSIVE, FAST
and COURTEelkS
SERVICE

AnywhereawMurray_.:,... 25c
MURRAY CAI3 COMPANY

I
c

WE SELL

RUBBER STAMPS

1

Ledger & Times

N0f-YO' IS
JEST IN TIME.
LAZONGA HAS
JEST SEATED
HIMSELF BESIDE T
L UC
GlkL,AS
YO' KIN PLAINLY
SEE-

CZ

weniemeiwilewaeNollik

Q. What is the name of Ms cut of
A.
meat?
A. These are cross-cut beef shanks.
Q. Where does this cut eon* tram,
and how is it identified!
A This cut is taken from the fore
shank of beef It containe considerable connective tissue, varying
amounts of lean, and -the round leg
bone.
Q. How should this cut be prepared?
A. Cross-cut beef shanks are alwaysi
cooked in the presence of moisture,
either by braising with a small
amount of liquid or in liquid to cover.
As a result they are tender and
flavorful, and considered among the
finest eating by those who Tespect
simple. hearty fare. They are cooked
as individual pot-roasts, either in
small casseroles or in a single large
casserole. and are an unusual variation on favorite larger pot-roasts.
The shanks are usually floured and
browned in 2 to 3 tablespoons of fat.
They are then cooked slowly in the
presence of a small amount of liquid
uhtil tender, or cooked in liquid to
cover in a covered chntainer. The resulting drippings and juices may be
thickened . to serve as a delicious
gravy with the meat.
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NO NEW HATS FOR A WHILE
NEW YORK (UP)- Frank - R.
,Chulsano. 23, was Sentenced to six
menths in, prison for accepting bonuses to find people apartments. He
reneged on the promises. His attorney pleaded for leniency on' the
grounds that Chusisano had a wife
-who liked 820 hate."
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Daughter Of
Diplomat Held
On Morals Charge

ARMY DENIES
HOLDING BACK
ENLISTMENTS

NE* YORK, July 2 iliPi-The
beautiful. sloe-eyed daughter of
an American career diplomat and
wife of a wealthy Egyptian exelorbra said today she . would testify •
in her own defense at her trial on
charges of being a $100-a-night call
girl.
Mrs. :Nancy
tueicner Choremi.
27. daughter- of Dr. C. Paul Fletcher, U. S Council-General at Casablanca, accused the New York
police of using gestapo methods
in tapping her private telephone
conversations to obtain evidence
agains her

UP -WASHINGTON. July - 3
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these independent experts smoke lucky Strike regularly than
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the next two leading brands combined,
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Surgical Methods Born in War
Credited With Saving Many Lives

Unit

dash record.
MAN BEATS HORSE—Jesse Ownes, co-holder of the official world's 100-yard
outruns a seven-year-old pacer, The Ocean, in a special match at Bay Meadows, Sant
Mateo, Calif. The fleet, two-legged track star grabbed a 10-yard victory, never once permitting his four-legged opponent to come close to him-_,

Wi

make money?"
•I
"Yes."
"All right. I'll be there."
-Well, we can't always have the
In another phone conversation sort of fellows we had last night,
between the women. Miss, Blavier They don't all have that much
said,she had a gentleman available, I money-"
according to . Fisher
"I don't think I'd be interested," I At a homemakers club meeting
"Ir can't be there."
Choremi said.
in Fulton • county, many of the
--"He's so funny. HeSinfd-fill friend - "Why 'dear. Ineg .good," Miss women arrived by boat because 01
hadn't had any fun in a month, Blavier replied, "you mean the high water

Can you get her?"
A little later, Fischer iatd, Miss
Blavier called Mrs. Chorlitmi who
was staying at the hotel St. Moritz. The conversation went like
this:
'I've made an appointment with
Rene for 2:30."

you can have pleasure an
money too."
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More independent experts smoke Lucky Strike regularly
than the next 2 leading brands combined!
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